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P Symbols 

 
Pain - to feel pain in a dream indicates that one must alert himself to physical danger in health  

(no pain) (dc) - holy anesthesia. 

Painting (ark) - cleaning up astral energies. 

Paintbrush (artists) (IS) - Illuminati.   

Pajamas (ark) - lower etheric garment. 

Pajamas (pink flannel) ark - night instruction in sensitivity. 

Palate (balanced) - holy gratitude for food, reverence in preparation of food, sacredness in 

consumption of food maintains the balance in the etheric palate.   

Palate (gluttony) - unmastered gluttony causes excess in drink, smoking, food, conversation, sex, 

zeal, works.  If the conscience discloses the cause, gluttony is corrected through remorse or 

repentance initiations.  If one has retained gluttony in his nature, he is shown the penalty through 

initiatory dreams of a famine; or he sees that a fast is required of him, either through moderation 

in choice of foods or through an enforced removal of food caused by illness in the physical body. 

Palate (disoriented) - one can disorient the etheric palate by over-mental stimulation, or too 

intense concentration on some unpleasant emotion during consumption of food.  The palate 

becomes faulty when one is exposed during a meal to fearful incidents, to unpleasant scenes, or to 

irreverent conversation. 

Palate (separated) - when the etheric palates are separated in their functions, the result is lack of 

discrimination in choice of foods, or one has an excessive desire for rich and stimulating food. 

Pale (color) - all borderline colors seen in the inner planes indicate that one is slowed down in 

sentient actions, preparation for a new experience.   

Palm - to see a short palm tree in a dream indicates that one is being helped by surrounding 

persons and circumstances to bear his burdens. 

Palm Leaf - the symbol of praise and praise-giving. 

Pan (cooking vessel) - warning to watch diet and health. 

Pan (frying) - under the influence of Pan.  Means very heavy Capricorn or Sagittarius influence. 

Sexual initiation through Pan energies. 

Pan (overturned frying) (ark) - one is no longer under the influence of Pan; overcoming of 

sexual initiation through Pan energies. 
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Pancreas (in dreams) - a symbol of life forces (e.g., the form of man or blueprint design for 

man). 

Panda Bear - a useless person who believes himself to be an ornament to society. 

Pansy - to see a pansy in a dream indicates that one has contact with cherubim; a symbol of 

geometrical or symbolic and parabolic thinking. 

Pants (ark) - masculine energy, outlook or perspective. 

Pants (blue jeans) (ark) - when one is wearing blue jeans in a dream it represents one is ready to 

work with the masculine principle in emotional, mental and spiritual peace. 

Pants (pale gray to shins) (ark) - one has detachment and aloofness against negation of 

environmental telepathies of both the physical and psychical world. 

Pants (frayed) (ark) - abuse of masculine energy. 

Pants (frayed right leg) (ark) - progress is slowed from abuse of will. (For deeper understanding, 

add color interpretation.) 

Pants (tight) (ark) - restriction of masculine energy, outlook or perspective. 

Pants (tight black) (ark) - restriction and danger due to abuse of will.    

Pants (tight with frayed right leg) (ark) - restriction of masculine energy and slowing of progress 

due to abuse of will. 

Pants (white) (ark) - spiritual masculine energy, outlook or perspective. 

Panther - unrelenting, ruthless enemy of the night.   

Panther (Black) - dangerous, unrelenting, ruthless enemy of the night.   

Paper (written on) - when a thing is written on paper in a dream, it is to aid memory retention of 

the lesson or instruction within the dream.i 

Paper (stack)(ark) - to see a stack of papers in your dream, denotes overwhelming responsibilities 

and stress that you are having to cope with. 

Parade (walking in front of) ark - one is influencing the delay of one’s goals. 

Parakeet - a cherubim help in the family-atom. 

Parachute (ark) - safe resolution to a difficult problem. 

Parasites - an immoral and incestuous abnormality; contamination from amorality. 

Park - healing pastures, peace. 

Parking lot (ark) - resting of the higher etheric body within a collective group body. 

Parking lot (subterranean) (ark) - resting of the higher etheric body in the subconscious within a 
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collective group body. 

Parrot - a gossiper; talking out of turn or timing; one who talks to hear himself talk; one who is a 

repeater of loose words; one who has a negative Mercury. 

Parrots - indicates many are gossiping; repetitive gossip passed on by many. 

Party - a conclave of initiates met in the night to exchange spiritual vitalities.  A time of joy and 

holy recognition of co-atom persons mingled together.  A celebration or festival of exalted 

personages.   

Party (carnival) - a carnival indicates that one is selling his spiritual powers to the unappreciative 

and is being told that he should not give his pearl of wisdom to the swine-consciousness of 

callous-minded persons. 

Party (raucous) - a raucous party with sexual influences indicates that one is pandering his soul 

powers using his lower senses.   

Pasta - to indulge the sentient appetite. 

Past Life (dream) - we may have a dream that we are the incarnation of some great person and 

maybe we are.  However, we may only be the prototype of that person.1 

Path (jm) - the Illumination Process toward union with the Godhead.2 

Path (left hand) - the path of the mystic; (ark) the feminine principle; the Mother Principle; 

Cosmic Mother; Divine Mother. Negative connotation: represents the dark path (destroying 

archetype); the difficult path.  

Path (right hand) - the path of the Masters, the masculine; Heavenly Father; the law, heart. 

Path (sandy) - beginning of a new phase. 

Peacock - vanity; egotism; its higher aspect means the eyes of illumination through higher 

extrasensory perception. 

Peacock (feather) - is like the rainbow.  To visualize over the navel point and see color flow into 

your center is a yantra.3 

Peacock (golden feather) (IS) - Seraphim Angel. 

Peach - a grace; a domestic token of grace. 

Pearl - in human life, the pearl represents victory over self-made tribulation.  It also represents 

 
1Ann Ree Colton, Consciousness Power. 
2Jonathan Murro, The Path of Virtue, p. 98. 
3Ann Ree Colton, Transenergization. 
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the surrendering or renunciation aspect of the soul.  The pearl, having an affinity with the center 

between the eyebrows, is used as a contemplative symbol by an initiate during contemplation to 

open his souls record…. One will thus have access to perspective gained beyond his own 

knowing. (See Watch Your Dreams, p. 126 for further details.) 

Pearls/Jewels (string of) (IS) - a teacher or sacred guru. 

Pearl (white) (ark) - inner knowing; wisdom.  Pure actions.ii  (IS) - Jesus:  Healing - Light Stream 

#6. 

Peas - to open a secret. 

Peasant (ark) - one who has developed the virtue of humility. 

Pegasus (white horse w/wings) - means Mercury initiation; symbol of Raphael initiation 

(spiritual birth of the Christ Mind) at Easter. 

Pekingese - a pampered situation and an unexpected contestant. 

Pen - indicates one is receiving the indented record of his past incarnations; also, it is a promise 

of creative talent in writing.  One is being reminded that the written word can be received by 

some initiates more powerfully than the spoken word, while some can only learn through the 

spoken word. When one in his evolvement combines the wisdom aspect of the written with the 

spoken word proceeding out of the Holy Ghost, he becomes an epistle-apostle for God. 

Pen (golden quill) (IS) - Illuminati. 

Pen (artist’s pen) (ark) - indicates one is receiving the indented record of his past incarnations as 

an artist. 

Pencil (ark) - indicates one is receiving a magnetized record of his potential actions. 

Pencil (indigo blue) - to see indigo blue light as a form of a penciled blue line beneath words or 

sentences in any book speaking of spiritual ideas is proof that one is reading a magnetized book 

blessed by the Holy Presences and the angels. 

Pendant or Necklace - a symbol of spiritual royalty; also, a symbol of rare spiritual powers. A 

necklace or a pendant in a dream always indicates a devotee.   

Pendant or Necklace (turquoise) - one has earned protection due to old initiate powers in 

Atlantis. 

Perfume bottle (rectangle - offered to purchase) (ark)- offering to ease psychic pressure and thus 

gain spiritual sight through initiation with forms and objects. 

Perfume (floral) - to soften the psychic pressure on the pituitary gland and open the pineal gland, 
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and thus gain spiritual sight.   

Perfume (musk) - to attract astral forces; psychic expansion; sensuality. 

Perfume scents (Pine) - saintly scents and fragrances, such as carnation, magnolia, pine, 

arbutus violet, wild-flower and honeysuckle are Deva-Angel helps sent by the saints. 

Person (black) (dc) - an initiation to learn to be free.  Facing a colored person in a dream can 

mean one is dealing with race prejudice. 

Perspiration (beads on face) (ark) - effort. 

Pelican - the teacher; one who sacrifices his life for the young in understanding. 

People (group of) (ark) - fellow initiates or soul group that one travels with, works with and is 

initiated by in the night. 

Phoenix - an adept with the power to rise in the higher worlds; one who is free of personal karma; 

one who has the grace to determine his embodiment cycles, or one who has the power to “go in 

and out,” to immortalize oneself, or the consciousness to remember other lifestreams and to re-

embody at will. (IS) - Master R (Rakoczi aka St. Germaine):  Ritual - Light Stream #7. 

Piano - is a will instrument, freeing the will of the player and healing procrastination tendencies 

in the hearer. 

Pie (ark) - spiritual nourishment for the healing of indulgence; a symbol of benefitting by one’s 

labors and efforts. 

Pie (strawberry) (ark) - the receipt of a blessing for the overcoming of indulgence. 

Pie crust (fresh baked) (ark) - symbol of spiritual nourishment from the Lord’s table and blessed 

by Jesus; it is also the symbol of being fed in right timing, and of benefitting by one’s labors and 

efforts. 

Pig - a young untrained psychical, gluttonous, selfish, inconsiderate person; greed; sensuousness. 

Pigeon - one of the multitude or the outer congregation; one who tries to besmirch or despoil a 

dove or pure disciple. 

Pigeon (gray homing) - gray pigeons on the ground - physical-earth potential disciples not yet 

evolved.   

Pigeons flying (gray) - transiting, potential polarity disciples. 

Pigeon (sacrificial) - a sacrifice symbol of someone known to the dreamer who is dependent on 

man’s charity. 

Pill (white) (ark) - spiritual remedy. 
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Pill (white-gel cap) (ark) - spiritual remedy for the etheric body. 

Pillars (jm) - symbolic of prayer, meditation, fasting and giving. 

Pillow - one is preparing for comfort and covering.   

Pillow (white) (ark) - one is preparing for spiritual comfort or covering.   

Pilot (airline/ flying bus) - Master; earned grace from former grace.  Transport to higher regions 

of understanding. 

Pin / Brooch - indicates that one has received a protective gift or talisman of reverence; 

admiration from a loving source, spiritual or physical. 

Pin (safety) - to make secure. 

Pink - love and devotion, tenderness; sensitivity; chastity; reverence. 

Pink (golden) (ark) - soul-power, soul-grace, soul-memory, enlightenment imbued with love, 

devotion and reverence. 

Pipeline (ark) - passageway to consciousness. 

Pipeline (shooting fire) (ark) - purification of passageway to consciousness. 

Piranha (ark) - vicious persecution by initiates. 

Piranha (with no teeth) (ark) - cannibalistic temperament has been defused. 

Pisces - love ye one another ^ Charity; agape; <Miserliness. 

Pizza - cosmic food (represents #33). 

Phlegm (coughing up) - one is overcoming the lesser levels of genesis; genesis elimination; 

emotional restriction placed by family or friends. 

Phonograph - symbol of banked recordings or telepathic directives waiting to flow into the outer 

mind. 

Photocopier (ark) - the copying of etheric body information. 

Photograph (ark) - the etheric body preparing to manifest into the physical. 

Picture (frame) (ark) - initiation to preserve instruction related to limitations and boundaries 

(enclosure energy).  (Note the contents of picture for deeper understanding). 

Pictures (family) (ark) - ancestral clinging to the past. 

Pink - love and devotion; tenderness; sensitivity; chastity; reverence. 

Plaid (ark) - astral grid. 

Planet, Stars or Universe - one may sometimes remember having been trained or instructed in the 

night the planets, the stars, and the universe.  When one has the grace to be trained in this manner, 
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he becomes a dreaming-astronomer, beholding God’s universe. 

Plant (cut stems in basket) (ark) - holding onto enclosure thoughts related to the family-atom. 

Plant (potted) - enclosure encasement. 

Plant (potted flowering) - a symbol of grace to overcome one’s confinement, over-domesticity or  

soul imprisonment. 

Planter (bird) (ark) - telepathic enclosure encasement. 

Platform (3-tiered) - Represents specialized instruction in the night in Trinity Consciousness 

where one acquires spiritual techniques, skills and gifts that he may extend the time limit of 

his instruction; that he may become a mediator in the physical world; and that he may go in 

and out with freedom from the 1st Heaven and the 2nd Heaven. One must have extremely 

loosened vehicles while in the waking state to master these spiritual techniques. In time, 

such Initiates are free to go in and out of the body in the waking state. Extended time 

freedom in night-flight comes only to those who have received these specialized skills under 

the direction of a Master. 

Platform (wood rectangle-shaped) (ark) - when one sees a person standing on a slightly raised 

wood rectangle platform in a dream observing your activities, it is symbolic of a spiritual 

representative being initiated through forms and objects in relationship to you. (Note:  Look for 

accompanying symbols as to form of initiation.) 

Play - a play represents a former-life record in which one, as the main actor, is acting out a former 

life in the Hall of Archives where one encounters certain aspects of his akasic records.  The Hall 

of Archives is located in the Hall of Learning.  The greater Hall of Archives is located in the Hall 

of Wisdom where one sees portrayed the dramas of the great civilizations and sees the part he has 

played in these eras of other nows.   

Pliers (ark) - to see a pair of pliers in your dream, suggests that you need to draw out all the 

details of a situation before you make a decision about it. 

Plum - symbol of joy in a ripe state; memory of an Eastern Life. 

Plumbing - a symbol of the collective subconscious mind functioning in a family unit or family-

atom.  Also indicates one’s subconscious mind and is a symbol correlating to the physical body. 

The one dreaming is being alerted to the kidney system and elimination functions of the body. 

Pocket (ark) - to see a pocket in your dream, represents hidden talents and undeveloped abilities. 

You have not utilized your strengths to the fullest potential. 
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Pocketbook (dc) - grace. 

Poem (freshet) (IS) - Cherubim Angel. 

Polarity Initiations (ark): 

• Mountain (earth) - initiation on the path of enlightenment to manifest spiritual power. 

• City (wind) - initiatory cleansing on the astral planes to raise consciousness and gain 

mastery of the Gunas.   

• Desert (fire) - purification by fire for erasement of egotism. 

• Ocean (water) - emotional initiation to learn the origins of life through spirit. 

Police Station - a protective angel location representing the law and Will of God. 

Policeman - a protective angel representing the law and Will of God.  To see a policeman in a 

dream or to encounter the help of one is grace.  To be chased by a policeman as a lawbreaker, one 

is being reminded that he has offended the laws of God and must expect some confrontation with 

his physical karma and its payment in his physical life.  If one receives a ticket from a policeman 

in the night, the payment of karma is close by and inevitable. 

Poinsettia - a symbol of the victory of the Spirit’s fire over the astral abyss. 

Policeman (in black suit) - negative secret agent. 

Pond (ark) - blending of emotions. 

Pony (154) - represents child’s play; or self-delusion as to progress.   

Pony (old and white) (ark) - former self-delusion as to spiritual progress.   

Pony (white) (ark) - represents self-delusion as to spiritual progress. 

Pool - birth matrix or font of birth. Also, an angelic healing pool in which angel vibrancies purify 

and cauterize wounds of karma shading away the soul’s light. 

Pool (clear water) - first heaven; a birth matrix. 

Pool (circular white marble) – an offering dais. 

Pool (game) - a game of kinetic power techniques. 

Pool (small rectangular) - purification of physical body. 

Pool (rushing) - purification.iii 

Pool (stepping into) - purification. 

Poop - toxic memories and conditions of the past. 

Porch - a temporary plateau, giving a new overlook; also indicates an invitation to enter in and to 

explore.   
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Porch (approaching) - to dream of a person coming up to a porch means a new or unexpected 

event in the life of the person coming toward the porch. 

Porch (entryway) - to be in an entry way before the main door of the house means that one has 

yet to be accepted as a disciple.   

Porcelain (ark) - memory of China. 

Pork (bacon) - symbol of greed. 

Porpoise - a cherubim ambassador; a jolly angelic occurrence. 

Porpoise (white) (ark) - a cherubim ambassador representing the transcending power of spirit. 

Postman (n/arc) - a messenger that heralds the unexpected opportunity or challenge. 

Potato (small) - demotion of ego. 

Potato (large) - desire for authority. 

Potatoes - to be impoverished; also a symbol of the need for earth minerals. 

Potatoes (french fries) (ark) - indulgence in desire for authority.   

Poultry - domestic; family atom. 

Prayer / Praying - first blending in mediation. 

Pregnancy - to feel that one is pregnant with child indicates that one is preparing to give birth to a 

new self or the real self.  To fear the state of pregnancy in a dream indicates that one is 

irresponsible as to spiritual life and the consequential disciplines. 

President (ark) - symbolizes authority, power and control. 

Prakriti (Philosophy of Niscience by Ark ‘72) - means “Life Stuff” or Supreme Nature.  Prakriti 

enlarges consciousness to understand energy.  When the mineral, plant and animal kingdom 

(edenic state) were assimilated and merged into one consciousness through incarnation as the  

“total life stuff,” Prakriti was born as Supreme Nature.  Prakriti’s higher aspect is Divine Mother, 

its lower aspect is Kali.   

Pregnant woman (ark) - one is preparing to give birth to the higher self. 

Presents (ark) - gifts of grace. 

Presents (Christmas - wrapped in green and red paper) ark - health and healing gifts. 

Primal-brain initiation - is through lower quelle or Center Q situated at the base of the brain, the 

divine sun. In primal brain initiation, one must undergo a recapitulation of the genetic impulses of 

man.  Through primal brain initiation, one unites with the moral issues of his time. His moral 

values are weighed.  (See Watch Your Dreams, p. 243 for more info.) 
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Principal (school) (ark) - one who has the authority, power and control in the learning university 

of the night. 

Prison (ark) - exacting of karma in a karmic enclosure. 

Producer / Director (ark) - teacher on the stage of life. 

Proof - one needs self-assurance.iv 

Prostitute (ark) - indulgence in undersoul activities related to 2d chakra lust energies. 

Prototype - a Divine seed-form or zodiacal mold-pattern vehicle expressing an individualized 

archetypal idea or image reflecting the Cosmos Mind of God.  (A man-being projected and 

imaged by the Will of God.) v  In each life, one expresses a prototypal blueprint, called a zodiacal 

sun sign.  His major work is to expand his consciousness through prototypal association with 

other prototypes or embodied souls of the earth.vi  We may have a dream that we are the 

incarnation of some great person and maybe we are.  However, we may only be the prototype of 

that person.4 

Prototypal Moon Initiations - the 23d Psalm is the Personality Psalm for Moon-Initiation and of 

the “me.”  Moon-initiation is initiation through all personality “emotional” happenings as related 

to the student’s and devotee’s present-life karma: 5 

 

• Aries:   Thou  shalt have  no other gods before me.   ^Leadership with God-like 

pioneering:  He takes the Aries, who is on his head -down sprint through life and raises 

the eyes of the Aries toward the goal of Spirit; and makes of him a warrior for God - a 

warrior who does not spill blood, but who overcomes darkness that Light may come.vii   

<Insensitivity, hatred:  To receive guidance, and to overcome cupidity, avarice, greed, 

strong-headedness.   

• Taurus:   Thou shalt not make unto thee any graven image. ^Stewardship: He takes 

the Taurus, and makes him to be gentle, so that works of beauty may issue forth in a 

stream of creativity.  He de-beasts any animal-like tendencies and uses the innate power 

and dexterity of the Taurean to build massive monuments, edifying structures for the 

hallowed Creator.viii  <Coveting, dishonest, stubbornness: To bring abundance, and to 

overcome covetousness, fear of loss of possessions.  

 
4Ann Ree Colton, Consciousness Power. 
5Ann Ree Colton, Advanced Scripture Study #20, p. 457-60. 
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• Gemini:   Thou shalt not take the Name of the Lord thy God in vain.  ^Mental 

honesty:  He takes the wavering Gemini and sets him to completing holy tasks - inspiring 

that quick-minded one to unravel mysteries and to make a thrust to the heart of truth.ix  

<Fantasy, division, resisting mind, demoting self-confidence in others:  To still the lesser-

will in thinking, to cleanse the critical mind, and to overcome the race pictures and their 

negations.  

• Cancer: Remember the Sabbath Day, to keep it holy. ^Spiritual empathy: He takes 

the moods of the Cancer and makes them into instruments of spiritual insight and poetic 

daring.  One so endowed no longer side-steps issues or problems, but faces them with the 

eyes of love and a heart of fortitude.x   <Possessivism and retreatism: For self-healing, 

resignation, purification, and for dedication to a spiritual life.  

• Leo:   Honor thy father and thy mother.  ^Giving: He takes the proud Leo, and 

teaches him to look to God for protection, and to lean solely on the Might and Power of 

Heavenly Mediation.  No longer a ferocious antagonist, but a humble and brilliant creator, 

the Leo stands as a reflector of the penetrating rays of cosmic and cosmos creation.xi  

<Unforgiveness, self-pity, pride, arrogance, lack of confidence:  To overcome pride, 

ambition, self-doubt, and to open the pure images revealing perfection in form.  

• Virgo:   Thou shalt not kill.  ^Honor: He takes the Virgo and makes the desert to 

"blossom as the rose;" a thoughtful, practical worshiper in the Holy of Holies, the Virgo 

makes entry into that sacred place through purity and uprightness.xii  <Parasitism; Wrong 

use of Conversation; Vagueness:  To overcome prudery, non-appreciativeness, and to open 

the pure images revealing perfection in form 

• Libra:  Thou shalt not commit adultery.  ^Divine law: He takes the Libra, and 

makes a sensitive weigher of good and evil; one who knows the real, and who seeks to 

bring hope to all who stand in shadowy light, and who strives to turn to the face of God 

those faces that have turned away from Him.xiii  <Lawlessness, retaliation, manipulation:  

To balance the scales of karma and to manifest the acceptance of karma, thus freeing the 

Higher Self to its revealing.  

• Scorpio: Thou shall not steal.  The tenth shall be holy unto the Lord.  ^Chastity:  He 
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takes the Scorpio -- quiet by nature, usually one of few words -- and places him where 

words are used freely for the good of mankind.  A humanity helper, the Scorpio abandons 

his sting -and, in love, brings a holy kiss to fellow servers.  In the name of the Christ, he 

ventures forth into folds where the Word of God is eagerly awaited.xiv  <Lustfulness, 

revenge: To manifest fearlessness, and to overcome self-reproach and guilt complex - and 

to face the Real.  

• Sagittarius: Thou shalt not bear false witness against thy neighbor.  ^The keeping of 

vows:  He takes the Sagittarius and directs him straight to the center of the eternal way, 

the immortal truth, and the spiritual life. A forward look replaces a froward grimace, and 

one becomes a forerunner in the march toward ultimate reality in the World and Will of 

God.xv   <Untruthfulness, evasiveness, psychic trickery:  To overcome abruptness; too 

direct approach; to accept discipline, to dwell upon obedience, and to gather the Eternal 

patience.  

• Capricorn: Thou shalt not covet.  ^Character releasing:  He takes the Capricorn and 

makes of him a stalwart sentinel who is faithful to his post, and who guards the sacred 

entry to the storehouse of celestial secrets; a bearer of good tidings, who pushes his way, 

not through people, but through the density of dullness and drabness, until he stands on 

the portal of glorious light and animated faith; a devoted workman in the vineyard of 

Christ Jesus.xvi  <Self-ambition, inclusiveness, resisting mind:  To bring forth 

charitableness; to overcome racial and religious pride; and to accept all men as One in 

God.  

• Aquarian:   Love thy neighbor as thyself.   ^Right use of power:  He takes the fallen 

Aquarian, and raises him up, resurrecting that which is noble and good within him.  He 

quickens a hundred-fold him who is already quick, and makes him to be a reverent 

follower, a prescient scribe of God's Holy Purpose.xvii  <Misuse of power: To still the 

sentient atoms and their self-assertiveness, and to overcome “presumptuous sins” (Palm 

19:13), and to be a peace-bringer to men.  

• Pisces:  Thou shalt love they Lord thy God with all thy heart, mind, soul and 

Strength.  Love ye one another. ^Charity, agape:  He takes the Pisces, and builds a fortress 

- a fortress surrounded by a deep moat.  And the moat protects those who dwell in the city 

of Light.  The Piscean becomes an able navigator in the Inner Worlds, and an articulate 
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craftsman in the outer world; a peaceful pursuer of higher understanding.xviii  

<Miserliness, mistiness: To sustain humility, faith and the knowing of the oneness in God.  

• Central Point:  And I will dwell in the house of the Lord forever.  To overcome the forces 

of gravity, to make alignment with the Higher Self, to acknowledge the Eternal’s Plan and 

to stand in the Will in God.  When the devotee has achieved the 13th point in Initiation 

through the Moon’s revealing the karma concealed in the personality experience, he then 

has the means to rise to a Sun-Initiate experience as the “I AM” or Higher Self, which 

correlates directly to the Sun and the Invisible Sun, the polarity of the Christ.  So does the 

harvest come, uninterrupted, rhythmic.  And harmony reigns.  And Supreme Spirit 

guides.xix 

 

Prunes - symbol of frugality; a frugal table. 

Puzzle (ark) – the solving of a life (or other lifestream) mystery, riddle or paradox. 

Pyramid - transcendental consciousness; pure consciousness; perfected action; mediation.  The 

pyramid relates to consciousness attained through initiation. xx (IS) - Master R (Rakoczi aka St. 

Germaine):  Ritual - Light Stream #7. 

Pyramid (power yantra) - to visualize a pyramid at the brow center is to enter the gate of Christ 

Consciousness.6 

Pyramid (with sun inside) - Niscience archetype. 

Psychic Medium (dc) - approaches on the left and attacks the spleen first.  Psychic mediums work 

with the dead.  Every initiate must encounter the dead while they move through the astral 

currents.  The Teacher helps with this. 

Pulse points of the body (including heartbeat, cells, veins, nerves, arteries, muscles, glands, 

organs) (234) - etheric energy in the lesser etheric body. 

Puma - an astral antagonist. 

Pumpkin - symbol of autumn. 

Puppy (white)- a newfound loyalty. 

Purple - raw electric telepathy; delusions of superiority; pompousness; egocentric; karmic 

voltage; arrogance. (dc) - heavy karmic color. 

 
6Ann Ree Colton, Transenergization. 
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Purplish Red (burgundy) (113) - karmic suffering caused by other lifestream physical offenses; 

lower and astral gravity vibrations. 

Purse - a symbol of grace. 

Purse (black) (ark) - accentuated or secret grace. 

Purse (brown)(ark) - a symbol of material grace.   

Purse (diamond) (ark) - spiritual initiation grace. 

Purse (earthy brown) (ark) - a symbol of grace related to mineral healing or Natures forces.   

Purse (green) - healing grace. 

Purse (gold) (ark) - soul grace. 

Purse (lost or stolen) - to lose one’s purse or to see a thief taking one’s purse is to be shown that 

one is gambling or flirting with his grace and is in danger of losing it.   One reunites himself with 

his grace and thus avoids such frightening dreams by keeping alive continually a flow of gratitude 

and gratefulness for God and His blessings and creation. 

Purse (red) (ark) - cosmic grace. 

Purse (white) (ark) - spiritual grace. 

Purse (white and tan) (ark) - a symbol of grace pertaining to spiritual hypersensitivity, 

uncertainty and retreatism. 

Python - karmic, sexual insatiableness; a sex dweller. 
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